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The blood brain barrier (BBB) has evolved unique characteristics such as dense coverage of the endothelial
cells by pericytes and interactions with astrocytes through perivascular endfeet. We study BBB formation in
a 3-dimensional multicellular spheroid system of human primary brain endothelial cells (hpBECs), primary
pericytes (hpPs) and primary astrocytes (hpAs). We show for the first time that hpBECs, hpPs and hpAs
spontaneously self-organize into a defined multicellular structure which recapitulates the complex
arrangement of the individual cell types in the BBB structure. Pericytes play a crucial role mediating the
interaction between hpBECs and hpAs. This process is not dependent on a scaffold support demonstrating
that formation and cellular architecture of the BBB is intrinsically programmed within each specific cell
type. In a matrigel setup the hpBECs, hpPs and hpAs also undergo self-arrangement to form endothelial
tube-like structures tightly covered by hpPs and loosely attached hpAs mainly at the junctions.

T
he Blood Brain Barrier (BBB) is a highly evolved microvasculature system composed of different specialized
cell types including brain endothelial cells (BECs) lining the lumen brain vasculature1, pericytes embedded
within the abluminal basement membrane2,3, and astrocytes with their endfeet directly contacting the other

cell types4. These three cell types together with the neurons, form what is termed the neurovascular unit (NVU)5.
It is established that one of the important determinants of BEC differentiation and functionality is this multi-
cellular local environment within the BBB and particularly the direct interaction with surrounding cells and the
extracellular matrix6,7. One important function of the BBB is to regulate exchange of substances between the blood
and brain, and this is controlled by two very different mechanisms. First, the tight junctions between adjacent
BECs form the basic structure to limiting paracellular permeability8 and secondly, transporters and receptors at
the lumen and abluminal side of the BECs regulate transcellular transport9.

In a 2-dimensional (2D) in vitro BBB model BECs dedifferentiate spontaneously and rapidly lose BBB-like
properties, acquiring a more generic endothelial cell phenotype, an event known as ‘‘phenotypic drift’’6,7. In
addition, many of the current in vitro BBB models fail to address the three-dimensional (3D) cellular organization
required for proper cellular differentiation, positioning effects and polarization and most models do not address
the importance of direct cell-cell interactions. Consequently, this could explain some of the discrepancies in
translation between in vitro and in vivo when studying the BBB1,10. For instance, this is the case when relatively
high concentrations of compounds are used in vitro, where present cell models may be unable to quantify active
transport due to poor expression of receptors11. Also, lack of cell surface receptor expression6 and alterations in
intracellular trafficking and efficiency2, which are directly dependent on a native environment, make studies of
receptor-mediated transport mechanisms in vitro less meaningful in current 2D BBB models.

We reasoned that studying the BBB in vitro would require the development of novel experimental multicellular
culture systems that could replicate some of the key features of the in vivo microvasculature environment. This led
us to develop a multicellular spheroidal BBB (MCS-BBB) model. Spheroid models of tumor cells and primary cells
have been widely used12,13, to study the mechanisms of organogenesis14, liver physiology15, high-throughput
toxicity measurements16 and cellular viral infectivity17. The MCS-BBB model consists of a mixed culture of
human primary BECs (hpBECs), human primary pericytes (hpPs) and human primary astrocytes (hpAs).
Here we show for the first time an in vitro 3D BBB model where all cell types are in direct contact with each
other. The self-assembling process is spontaneous and intrinsically programmed within each cell type. Notably,
the formation of the MCS-BBB structure is completely independent of any scaffold support where the three
different cell types directly determines all interactions. Moreover, the pericytes play a central role in formation of
these ‘BBB balls’ by mediating the interaction between the BECs and the astrocytes. We also find evidence that the
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cell-cell communication is much more pronounced in the MCS-BBB
setup compare to a standard trans-well model.

Results
Directed self-alignment of neurovascular cells into ordered micro
vascular tubes. Under favorable conditions, endothelial cells (ECs)
seeded on a basement membrane undergo self-organization into
structures that resemble capillary-like tubes18. The matrigel sys-
tem that resemble the complex extracellular environment, also
supports the ECs to replicate many of the important steps involved
in angiogenesis19,20. We have applied the matrigel assay for studying
the cellular interaction of hpBECs, hpPs and hpAs. First, the purity of
all primary cell types was confirmed using cell-specific markers such
as CD31 and CD144 for hpBECs (Fig. 1A), CD140b for hpPs
(Fig. 1B) and GFAP for hpAs (Fig. 1C). All three human primary
cell types showed purity higher than 99% and had cell type specific
morphology when grown on a collagen I coated 2D surface (see
Supplementary Fig. S1A–C online). All cell types were separately
labeled with green (hpBECs), red (hpPs) or blue (hpAs)
fluorescent long-term cell labeling reagents in order to track them,
particularly when the cells were cultured together. After the labeling
step, cells were seeded on a matrigel matrix to initiate proliferation.
Expectedly, the single cultured hpBECs formed a branched tubular
network connected by multicellular junctions within 18 hours post
seeding (see Supplementary Fig. S1D online). Basal endothelial
growth medium supplemented with recombinant human vascular

endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and human serum was sufficient
for inducing the formation of these EC capillary-like tubes. In
contrast, neither hpPs nor hpAs alone or together were able to
form tube-like structures, demonstrating that ECs are crucial for
driving the tube formation in this setup (see Supplementary Fig.
S1E–G online).

Dynamic interactions between hpBECs, hpPs and hpAs were
studied by mixing the pre-labeled cells and subsequently seeding
the mixture on the matrigel matrix. This assay permits free cell
migration and unhindered cell-cell interactions, thereby supporting
directed self-organization stimulated by all three cell types. The mor-
phology and localization of each cell type were studied 18 hours post
seeding. The hpBECs again formed tube-like structures in the pres-
ence of both hpPs and hpAs. Notably, an active recruitment of hpPs
and hpAs occurred (Fig. 1D), which appeared to be specific, with an
alignment of the cells both to the tubular network and the multi-
cellular junctions. The hpPs primarily align along the hpBEC tube-
like structures, and are often evenly spaced (Fig. 1D2, indicated by
arrows). Similar arrangement of pericytes along the perivascular
space has been demonstrated in vivo21. The brain vasculature is
densely covered by pericytes, with a 151–351 ratio between ECs
and pericytes, and the abluminal surface is covered by pericytes to
approximately 30%22. On the contrary, the hpAs only loosely align as
rounded cells, preferably at the junctions where the different cell
types significantly interact with each other (Fig. 1D4, indicated by
arrows). In cases where the hpAs interact with the EC tubes, a peri-
cyte is almost always in the vicinity. Moreover, hpPs co-cultured with

Figure 1 | Brain endothelial tube formation model for studying spontaneous neurovascular unit cell assembly. (a–c) Flow cytometry analysis of

confluent (a) hpBECs (green), (b) hpPs (red) and (c) hpAs (blue). Staining was done with indicated antibodies or relevant isotypes (grey population, grey

histogram). One representative experiment of three is shown. (d) Examination of hpBEC tube formation (green), hpPs (red) and hpAs (blue) tube

association on matrigel matrix using different fluorescent markers9, 18 hours after seeding. The images were taken as an overlay of five 1 um thick

confocal sections. Single channels (D1-3) and the merged image of all colors (D4) are displayed. White arrows in the upper right red channel image (D2)

indicate hpPs aligned along an hpBECs tube and the white arrows in the lower right merged image (D4) point out the loosely associated hpAs.

Bar equals 100 um.
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hpBECs undergo a self-arrangement in which the majority of the
hpPs align along the hpBECs tubes (see Supplementary Fig. S2
online), demonstrating that the hpAs are not essential for the tight
alignment of pericytes alongside the hpBEC tubes.

Spontaneous self-organization of neurovascular cells into
organized multicellular spheroids. Growing cells in multicellular
3D spheroids has for example been successfully used to study early
embryologic development and regulation of early organogenesis14 as
well as tumor cell growth12,23. We used the 3D spheroid culture setup
to mimic the multicellular composition of the BBB and provide a
milieu where cells can freely interact in order to promote the for-
mation of critical cellular organizations of the neurovascular struc-
ture. Different cell permutations (mono-, di- and tri-culturing) were
investigated to study self-arrangement and cell-cell interactions. In a
mono-culture setup, hpBECs (Fig. 2A) and hpPs (Fig. 2B) cluster and
form a spherical structure while under identical conditions hpAs are
not able to form stable spheroids by themselves (data not shown).
This indicates that BEC and pericytes are programmed to form tight
cell-cell interfaces whereas astrocytes apparently lack this ability.
Furthermore, hpBECs spontaneously self-assemble in a well-
organized structure in co-cultures with hpPs. Here, the hpBECs
form the outer layer of the spheroids (Fig. 2C). When hpPs are co-
cultured with hpAs they support formation of an astrocytic core and
the pericytes align as a monolayer on the surface (Fig. 2D). In
contrast, mixed co-cultures of hpBECs and hpAs form irregular
aggregates (data not shown), demonstrating that BECs are unable
to promote the formation of an ordered core structure of astrocytes
as was shown for the pericytes. Adding hpBECs to preformed hpPs –
hpAs spheroids induces the attachment of the hpBECs onto the
surface forming a three cellular layer structure where the pericytes
separate the other two cell types (Fig. 2E). Intriguingly, when all three
cell types were mixed in a 15151 ratio, something very interesting
happens, the cells begins to interact with each other and form

organized round structures freely in solution. The hpBECs
spontaneously form a surface monolayer and establish a tight cell-
cell interaction with the pericytes (Fig. 2F). The astrocytes move to
the inside and form the core of the spheroid separated from the
hpBECs by the pericytes. Clearly, the pericytes seem to play an
important role promoting a well-organized spheroid which essen-
tially replicates the native cell-cell organization in the BBB. Notably,
under these conditions the size of the spheroids remained unchanged
over days of culture only in the presence of the outer hpBECs layer
whereas the hpPs – hpAs spheroids continually grow until necrotic
areas are formed in the center (data not shown). Thus, the hpBECs
seem to be able to control the proliferation rate for both the hpPs and
hpAs encapsulated within the spheroids.

Alteration in cell surface adhesion and receptor expression in the
multicellular spheroids. Pericytes reside at the interface between the
endothelium and the surrounding brain parenchyma and play
critical roles in structural organization, maturation and specializa-
tion of BECs2,3,8. Also, pericytes synthesize and release most elements
of the basement membrane and extracellular matrix proteins24,
which are thought to be critical for BBB stabilization and polariza-
tion25. As the contact between BECs and pericytes is mediated by a
variety of cell adhesion molecules (CAMs), we investigated the
surface expression levels of selected CAMs on both the hpBECs
and hpPs grown in a standard trans-well or in the MCS-BBB system.

After 3 days of mono or co-culturing on trans-well filters (Fig. 3A
& 4A) or as spheroids (Fig. 3B & 4B), the cells were detached from the
filter or dissociated in the spheroids and the surface expression levels
of CAMs were determined by flow cytometry. The dissociated cells
show two well separated population of cells positive for the expected
cell type specific markers CD31 and CD140b (data not shown)
The surface expression levels of six selected CAMs, namely intercel-
lular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1, CD54), melanoma cell adhesion
molecule (MCAM, CD146), intercellular adhesion molecule 2

Figure 2 | Spontaneous self-organization of co-culture spheroids of neurovascular unit cell types. Representative laser confocal images of fluorescently

labeled hpBECs (green), hpPs (red) and hpAs (blue) single and co-culture spheroids. Cells were stained using cell tracker dyes for long term tracing of

living cells. (a) hpBECs, (b) hpPs single-culture and (c) hpBEC/hpPs co-culture spheroids cultured for 3 days. (d) hpPs/hpAs co-culture spheroids

cultured for 1 day prior to addition of (e) hpBECs for additional 2 days. The pictures were taken as an overlay of five 1 um thick confocal sections through

the middle of the spheroid. A total of 20 spheroids in three independent experiments were analyzed for each culture condition. Bar equals 50 um. f1-f4

shows a spontaneously formed spheroid where the hpBECs is selectively shown in green (f1), hpPs selectively shown red (f2), hpAs selectively shown in

blue (f3) and the complete spheroid (f4) composed of all the three different cell types.
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(ICAM-2, CD102), activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule
(ALCAM, CD166), platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1
(PECAM-1, CD31) and VE-Cadherin (CD144) were investigated
(Fig. 3 and 4). Confluent hpBECs grown alone in the trans-well
system as a monolayer express all these CAMs (Fig. 3A), while the
hpPs in mono culture only express ICAM-1 and ALCAM (Fig. 4A).
The expression levels of all measured CAMs, except MCAM, were
reduced when hpBECs were co-cultured with hpPs (Fig. 3A). On
pericytes in co-culture with hpBECs, the ICAM-1 and ALCAM
expression was reduced, while expression levels of MCAM were
increased (Fig. 4A).

In our 3D spheroidal setup when the hpBECs were grown alone,
surface expression was detected for all CAMs except ALCAM
(Fig. 3B) while the hpPs in mono 3D culture only express ICAM-1
and ALCAM as in the trans-well system (Fig. 4B). The expression
levels of all measured CAMs, except ICAM-2, were increased when
hpBECs were co-cultured with hpPs (Fig. 3B). Interestingly, both
PECAM-1 and VE-Cadherin expression on the hpBECs was induced
by the pericytes. This potentially indicates that extensive coverage of
pericytes could enhance the interactions between the BECs by
boosted adherent junction expression and thereby support a stable

tight junction organization. For the pericytes in co-culture with
hpBECs a strong reduction of ICAM-1 and ALCAM was noted
whereas for MCAM there was a marked induction in surface express-
ion levels (Fig. 4B). In addition, two other cell surface markers,
PDGFRa and PDGFRb were investigated. Expression of these recep-
tors was as expected undetectable on the hpBECs both in presence
and absence of pericytes. On the other hand, both receptors were
clearly detected on isolated hpPs, especially the PDGFb isoform
(Fig. 3). In co-culture with hpBECs, the low but detectable levels of
PDGFRa were completely down-regulated whereas the high surface
expression levels of PDFRb on hpPs were only slightly reduced by
hpBECs co-culturing (Fig. 4). These data show that PDGFb is a major
isoform on pericytes in our system and the cell surface levels are not
substantially affected by neighboring BECs in direct contact.

Next we investigated changes in receptor expression on the
hpBECs in absence and presence of hpPs and hpAs, both in the
trans-well and the 3D spheroidal setup. For the 3D spheroidal experi-
ment we dissociated the cells and separated them based on EC
(CD31) and a pericyte (CD140b) specific markers (Fig. 5A). All
investigated cell types were identified as distinct populations in the
tri-culture setup, about 47% were pericytes, 27% were astrocytes and

Figure 3 | Pericytes differently affect the surface expression of cellular adhesion molecules on brain microvascular endothelial cells. Flow cytometry

analysis of CD31 pre-gated hpBECs grown on (a) trans-well filters and as (b) spheroids. Single cultured hpBECs (tinted histogram) or hpBECs

co-cultured with hpPs (open histogram) for 3 days were stained with indicated antibodies or relevant isotypes (grey histogram). Data are representative

of two or more experiments with 1000 spheroids or 3 trans-well filters, respectively, per individual staining. (MFI 5 mean fluorescence intensity).
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17% were endothelial cells (Fig. 5A). One described BBB receptor is
the insulin receptor (IR). It has earlier been shown that insulin trans-
port by BECs is increases in the presence of pericytes26, possibly
indicating that pericytes regulate the level of the IR expression on
endothelial cells. In our 3D spheroidal culture setup, where the
hpBECs are in direct cell-cell contact with the hpPs, there is a pro-
found increase in the expression level of the IR, which was even more
enhanced in the triple 3D spheroidal system also including the hpAs
(Fig. 5B). Another described BBB receptor, the leptin receptor (LR)
was decreased in the presence of both hpPs and hpAs in the 3D
spheroidal system (Fig. 5B). A previous study has shown that leptin
transport over a BEC monolayer is significantly decreased in pres-
ence of C6 astrocytoma cells27. This finding is in agreement with our
data showing that astrocytes reduce LR expression, thereby likely
lowering leptin transport. For the IGF receptor we see an increase
in expression on the hpBECs in spheroidal co-culturing with hpPs
which is not further enhanced by the presence of hpAs (Fig. 5B).
Another typical BBB receptor is the transferrin receptor (TfR). The
experiment using the 3D spheroid system clearly shows that peri-
cytes down-regulate the cell surface expression of TfR on BECs
(Fig. 5B). In contrast, in the trans-well setup there was no change

in expression levels of any of these receptors by the presence of either
hpPs or hpAs grown under identical conditions used in the spher-
oidal model (Fig. 5C). This is likely due to the absence of, or very
small (through the pores in the filter), contact between the cells in
this system.

Discussion
The complex interplay of endothelial cells, pericytes, and astrocytes
in the cerebral microvasculature generates a sophisticated multicel-
lular architecture that controls both paracellular and transcellular
exchange between the blood and the brain. Although BECs are the
principal cell type of the BBB, with unique barrier properties and
transport functions, pericytes and astrocytes evidently play an
important indirect regulatory role. Pericytes have been suggested
to be involved in controlling intracellular trafficking within the
BECs2, integrity during BBB embryogenesis3, regulation of blood
flow28,29 and to have an instructive role in angiogenesis30. Similarly,
astrocytes have been implicated in multiple functions such as the
exchange of molecules between blood and brain parenchyma22, regu-
lation of tight junctions31 and affecting the expression levels of adhe-
sion molecules on the BECs6,32. Recently, it was demonstrated that

Figure 4 | Brain microvascular endothelial cells strongly modulate cellular adhesion molecules surface expression on pericytes. Flow cytometry

analysis of CD140b pre-gated hpPs grown on (a) trans-well filters and as (b) spheroids. Single cultured hpPs (tinted histogram) or hpPs co-cultured with

hpBECs (open histogram) for 3 days were stained with indicated antibodies or relevant isotypes (grey histogram). Data are representative of two or more

experiments with 1000 spheroids or 3 trans-well filters, respectively, per individual staining. (MFI 5 mean fluorescence intensity).
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astrocytes could regulate CSF entry into the brain the parenchyma
via water channel aquaporin-4 (AQP4)33.

However, the role of BECs, pericytes and astrocytes in BBB assem-
bly is less well understood. Therefore, we have adopted the matrigel
and 3D hanging-drop spheroid models to study inherent association
properties between these key cells. These models have been com-
pared to a more standard trans-well system which was developed
primarily due to the convenience to study permeability over a BECs
monolayer, but is much less relevant from a biological standpoint
(Fig. 6). Our novel MCS-BBB model is, to our knowledge, the first in
vitro model that allows the individual cell types to spontaneously
self-organize without any type of scaffold support provided. In this
model, the cells form a well-defined multicellular structure which
recapitulates some of the complex arrangement of the individual cell

types of the BBB. Evidently, the driving force for BBB formation is
inherently encoded within each cell type. Pericytes have the unique
functionality to interact both with endothelial cells and astrocytes
and are essential for mediating the interaction between these two cell
types to form a multi-cellular layer. This is also observed in the
matrigel experiment (Fig. 1D4) where the astrocytes attach to the
endothelial tubes only by the facilitating role of the pericytes, either
directly via cell-cell contacts or possibly in close vicinity. Endothelial
cells and pericytes are ‘adhesion prone cells’ forming regular 3D
structures on their own or in presence of each other (Fig. 2A and
2B). Interestingly, our observation that pericytes but not endothelial
cells can induce astrocyte cell structure regularity suggests that
endothelial cells have low levels of interaction capacities with the
astrocytes at the abluminal side. The importance of the 3D architec-

Figure 5 | Direct contact co-culture of neurovascular unit cells alter receptor expression on brain microvascular endothelial cell. HpBECs single

cultures, hpBECs/hpPs and hpBECs/hpPs/hpAs co-cultures grown as (a & b) spheroids or (c) in the trans-well set-up for 3 days were stained with

indicated cell type specific antibodies and analyzed by flow cytometry. (b)Spheroid derived CD311 & CD140b- gated hpBECs or (c) hpBECs harvested

from the trans-well inserts were further examined for the indicated receptor expression. (b & c) Surface receptor expression levels on hpBECs are

displayed for single hpBECs culture (black histogram), co-cultured with hpPs (red histogram) or triple co-cultured with hpPs and hpAs (blue histogram).

Data are representative of two experiments with 1000 spheroids respectively 3 trans-well filters per individual staining. (MFI 5 mean fluorescence

intensity).
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ture of the MCS-BBB manifests itself in the responsiveness and cel-
lular adaptation of the BECs in this configuration. There are signifi-
cant alterations in expression levels of cell surface receptors on the
endothelial cells induced primarily by the presence of pericytes,
which is not detected in a standard trans-well setup (Fig. 5). Thus,
this once more illustrates the importance of extensive and direct
contacts between the cells and potentially also underscores the
requirement of a scaffold free system. One of the most fascinating
findings in this study was the observation that the cells sponta-
neously self-assemble in the spheroids, reproducing the morpho-
logical arrangement of the different cell types in the BBB. The
endothelial cells form an outer monolayer and the astrocytes accu-
mulate in the center of the spheroids while the pericytes line up in
between mediating a three cellular layer arrangement. Our results
suggest a crucial role for the pericytes in the assembling process by
possessing the unique capacity to productively interact both with the
endothelial cells and the astrocytes. The pericytes interact with the
endothelial cells and astrocytes separately or together with both cell
types.

Taken together, our results demonstrate that major progress could
be made in studying the BBB in vitro by allowing the key cells to freely
and spontaneously interact. Here we have elucidated several essential
principles in cell-cell communication and interactions within the
BBB. This knowledge will support further maturation of this meth-
odology, especially for studying the functional aspects of the cells in
this 3D configuration such as tight junction formation and transcel-
lular activities. A next logical step is to transfer this format into a
device to allow us to study complex BBB transport mechanisms and
to test drugs and brain drug-delivery strategies that target the cere-
brovascular network.

Methods
Cell culture conditions. Human cerebral astrocytes (hpAs) and human brain
vascular pericytes (hpPs) were acquired from ScienCell, USA. Primary Human Brain
Microvascular Endothelial Cells (hpBECs) were purchased from Applied Cell Biology
Research Institute, USA. HpBECs were grown in endothelial basal medium-2 (EBM-
2) (Lonza, UK) supplemented with EGM-2 (Lonza, UK). HpPs were grown in
pericyte growth supplemented medium (ScienCell, USA) and hpAs were grown in

astrocyte growth supplemented medium (ScienCell, USA). The hpBECs, hpPs and
hpAs were used in the experiments between passage 2 and 4. For the spherical and
matrigel matrix co-cultivation, cells were grown in EBM-2 supplemented with 2%
human serum (Blood Bank, Basel, Switzerland) and 50 ng/ml rhVEGF (Preprotech).
Immediately before using the cells for the matrigel or spheroid culture the hpBECs
were stained green, the hpPs were stained red and the hpAs were stained blue by using
Cell Tracker dyes from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer9s
instructions. All culture ware (BD Falcon) and transwell filters (Millipore) (pore size
0.4 mm, high density pores) were coated with rat tail collagen type I solution (BD
Bioscience) at a concentration of 10 mg/ml according to the manufactures
instructions. Cells were cultured in the incubator at 37uC with 5% CO2, 95% fresh air
and saturated humidity.

Matrigel culture. For the matrigel tube formation and association assays the hpBECs,
hpPs and hpAs were grown using the in vitro angiogenesis a kit from AMS
biotechnology (Lugano, Switzerland). The hpBECs were seeded at a density of
2 3 104 cells/cm2) in the monoculture experiments. For co-culture experiments
hpBECs, hpPs and hpAs were cultured in ratios 25151.

Spheroid culture. Hanging Droplet Culture Plates (HDCPs) (Roche, Switzerland)
were used to generate mono- and co-cultured spheroids of 1000 hpBECs, 1000 hpPs
and 1000 hpAs. The HDCPs design is stabilizing the cell medium suspension and
enables to additionally add volume of medium or cells to the preexisting droplet. 70 ul
of the cell suspension supplemented with 4% Methylcellulose (Sigma), was dispensed
into each well of the 24well HDCPs. Plates were then inverted and incubated under
standard conditions for 72 hours. Alternatively, 25 ul of the hpPs/hpAs cell
suspension was dispensed into each well of the 24well HDCPs and 24 hours later the
HDCPs were up-righted and 1000 hpBECs were introduced in 45 ul of the same
media. These cultures were then re-inverted and further incubated for 48 hours.
Spheroids were harvested, collected by gravity and either fixed (2% PFA) (Sigma-
Aldrich) or dissociated (0.05% Trypsin) (Gibco). Imaging was performed using
confocal laser scanning microscopy (Leica) or flow cytometry (Millipore). The
Methylcellulose used for these experiments was diluted from a stock solution that was
generated by dissolving 6 g of Methylcellulose in 500 ml of EBM-2. After
centrifugation the clear, gel-like supernatant was used for the experiments.
Methylcellulose prevents adhesion of cells and acts as an inert viscosity modulation
substance.

Trans-well culture. The hpPs were seeded (1 3 105 cells/cm2) on the bottom side of
rat tail collagen coated transwell inserts (Millipore) and the hpAs (1 3 105 cells/cm2)
were seeded on collagen I coated 12well plates. The cells were let to adhere for 2 hours,
then the hpBECs (1 3 105 cells/cm2) were seeded on the upper side of the likewise
collagen I coated inserts containing no cells or hpPs. The inserts were subsequently
placed in the wells of the 12-well culture plates containing no cells or hpAs.

Figure 6 | Schematic overview of the three different BBB model investigated in this study. (Trans-well): Is currently the standard setup where the BECs

are grown on a filter insert with small pores to allow permeability studies between the two chambers. In co-culturing conditions, pericytes in normally

grown on the opposite side of the filter potentially allow some cell-cell interaction through the pores and the astrocytes are grown in the bottom of the

lower chamber to possibly influence the other cells by secreted factors into the media. (Matrigel): Cells are seeded in a gel structure to support migration

an assembling. In this setup the BECs form tube-like structures on which pericytes preferentially adhere to, while the astrocytes are more loosely attached

to the cell junctions. (Spheroidal): This model is completely independent of any supportive scaffold material for cell organization. The cells are allowed to

freely self-assemble based on the intrinsic properties of each cell type. In our novel MCS-BBB setup, three key cell types of the neurovascular unit

spontaneously form the spheroidal structure. The BECs form an outer cell monolayer representing the lumen side. The astrocytes accumulate in the core

of the spheroids that could be perceived as the parenchyma space. Finally, pericytes line up in between to mediate a three cellular layer arrangement

reproducing the morphological arrangement of the different cell types in the BBB.
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Flow cytometry analysis. All antibodies were directly labeled and purchased from BD
Pharmingen and R&D Biosystems. After the staining the cells were washed twice with
stain buffer (BD Pharmingen) and analyzed using a Guava easyCyte flow cytometer
(Millipore). For surface staining, 1 3 106 cells were pelleted and incubated for
45 minutes at 4uC with the following antibodies: anti-CD31 (WM59), anti-CD140b
(PR7212), anti-CD140a (PRa292), anti-CD54 (HA58), anti-CD144 (55-7H1),
anti-CD102 (CBR-1C2/2), anti-CD166 (3A6), anti-CD146 (P1H12) anti-CD220
(3B6/IR), anti-CD295 (52263), anti-CD221 (1H7), anti-CD71 (M-A712), IgG1
isotype ctr. (MOPC-21), IgG2a isotype ctr. (G155-178) and IgG2b isotype ctr. (27-
35). For intracellelular staining 1 3 106 pelleted hpACs were fixed (BD Cytofix, BD
Pharmingen) for at 37uC for 10 minutes, permeabilized (BD Phosflow Perm III) on
ice for 30 minutes and incubated with the following: anti-GFAP (1B4).
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